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Concerning the behavior at infinity of solutions of a partial differential equation Pu = f, theorems of following three type are known.
(1) The theorem of Liouville type claims that if the function u(x) is a solution of Pu=Q such that u(x) = O(\x\ d ) as |x|~>oo (or KmR~d \ \u(x)\ 2 dx=G) for some real d
R->~ JR<\x\<2R independent ofu, then u(x) must vanish identically (see, for example, Agmon [1] , Hormander [7] , Littman [9] , Murata [10] , Rellich [12] and so on). ( 2) The theorem of Rellich type claims that if Pu has compact support, then u has compact support (see, for example, Rellich [12] , Agmon [2] , Littman [8, 9] , Murata [11] , Hormander [7] , Treves [16] and so on). (3) The theorem of Sommerfeld type gives conditions at infinity which derive the unique solution of Pu=f (see, for example, Grusin [4] , Agmon and Hormander [3] , Vainberg [15] and so on). Recently the study on (1) and (2) has been completed by Hormander [7] in the constant coefficient and the whole space case and the study on (3) has been remarkably promoted by Agmon and Hormander [3] . The purpose of this paper is to study the problem of type (1) for a system {P(D), Bj(D), j = l 9 '~9p] of differential operators with constant coefficients in a half space (boundary value problem) and to give almost corresponding results to those obtained by Hormander [7] in the whole space case. In order to state results more precisely, let us first of all introduce certain notations. We make two assumptions when m^l. The following is an assumption about the number p of boundary conditions :
(A-l) The number of roots with positive imaginary part of the equation P(£ 9 X) = Q in ^ is less than or equal to p whenever Write P(f, J) = n*-i PfaW' and P(e, ^)=II}.i/ > X^ ^) where a11 P X f ' ^) are irreducible polynomials. Let us denote by Q(£ ) the resultant of JP(f , /I) and (dPldXtf,*).
Put ^{feS"; 6(0 = 0} and ^= {ee5 Moreover, when ^ePF, the roots of the equation P(f, ^) = OIn^ have constant multiplicity and split into three classes: real roots, those with positive imaginary part and those with negative imaginary part. We denote those by q(£) 9 We will state more details on F and N in the proof of the Main Theorem.
On the other hand, we can show that the system {P(<? , ^), B£f, <*), 7 = 1, °",p} does not satisfy the condition stated in above Remark, there exists a solution u^S\R^)n C^R^1) of the equations (1.1) and (1.2) with
In general case we have N'^N and N=N' for certain class of systems of differential operators with constant coefficients containing (P(D) = A + k, B(D)=l} for which the result was given in Rellich [12] where /zCf^^CSrCS^') equals to 1 in a neighborhood of the origin in E r^> . for any w(<? 7 , j)e<5 0 (£/x R+). Since we can choose r so large that 7 , ^-ir)P + (f 7 , ^-i»7fcO when f'e £7 and ^ is real, we can put for any j(f / )eCST(t7) and peC^)(J?i) where p Q is compactly supported C°°e xtension of p to y<0 (see Seeley [13] ), and then w(f 7 , j) belongs to S Q (Ux R+).
Since
We obtain, using (2.9), for any /(fOeC?(&) and p(^)eC5)(«i). Q.E.D.
2) Here 3^ denotes the inverse Fourier transform with respect to y.
Next lemma which is inspired by an idea due to Hormander [7] plays an essential role in this section. 
rtere exwrs a small neighborhood o> of£ 0 contained in W such that
., , . ,-0, ) so that Sj. n supp(£>»C {j^e/P; | ^ -^M+i I Oi} for »:> 1 and p(0)= 1. In the latter case, we choose ^ so small that O n+l -e^O, and then CDjp)(0) = 0 for v^l. Let £ 2 be some positive number determined later on such that (2.12) ^-2[(T hen using the inequality:
any x(£')^C *(<*>) and 0^,v^d.-I where we interpret that
3) The notation: o>iC c PF, means that the closure of o>i is compact and contained in W. 
(d/dX)'T(?, X) = T<'\£', X) ,
we have, using (2.13) and (2.14), where c, are some constants. Therefore, since \a\ ^0, it is sufficient to show that
When r = 0, it is sufficient to show that
Let us show (2.17) and (2. 17)'. We denote by Hm 7 the left hand-side of (2. 17) 
Since we can choose <a(c Co)j) and V so that there exists a positive constant c such that
we obtain, using the fact that On the other hand, since 0(£)vK£> -O^MC^ fy^£' (2 n+1 ), we have for some positive constants C and fc, and v^Ll oc (R n+l ) . Setting
J(x, y) =
we have
We obtain, using Cauchy-Schwarz's inequality,
It follows from Theorem A p -l and Lemma A p -2 that
for every fce JB 
Here n(£ f ) denotes some normal of {(£', /*(£')); f'e W} at (S', v(£% If u belongs to L 2 loc (Rl +1 )nC°°([Q f 3); ^CR*)) and satisfies the condition:
Mm Remark, N r + r^l for any re{0, -,11+1}.
Proof. In the same way as in Lemma 2.11, we 'have that the support of v(£', y) is contained in Bx R\. If B = <f >, then v=0. This shows (1) . Since the codimension of the analytic set {(<?', #(£')); f 7 eJ5} x5i is equal to N r + r, we have the assertion (2) a j -d 1 + l, u.^a^ -8^ j=2, -, a, v Proof. In the same way as in Lemma 2.17, the assertion follows from Lemmas 2.5, 2.6, 2.7 and 2.10 and formulas (1.2) and (2.4). When r = 0 5 the assumption (A-2) implies that B is empty or a real analytic set. Noting this, we have the followings in the same way. Here for the convenience of readers we state some results due to Hormander [6] and Agmon-Hormander [3] which is used in our paper without proof.
Theorem A p -l ( [6] 
